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Big-Box Retail Issue Is Contextual


“A nuisance may be merely a right thing
in the wrong place, like a pig in the
parlor instead of the barnyard.”

Location
 Central city
 Suburb
 Rural

VILLAGE OF EUCLID, OHIO v. AMBLER REALTY CO.
272 U.S. 365
No. 31.
Reargued Oct. 12, 1926.
Decided Nov. 22, 1926.

Some Big Boxes Are “Good”





They can reduce sprawl
Stimulate
redevelopment
Push smaller retailers
to new efficiencies

They Can Work, If…



Economics
Regulation
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Institutional Infrastructure Is Lacking


At appropriate governmental level






State
Substate regional
Local

Local planning and regulation


The least desired development will seek the
weakest government

Planning and Regulation Most
Effective At Points of Market Failure


Location








Infrastructure
Tax
Planning and regulation

Off-site impacts (externalities)
Appearance
Reuse

Confused Agendas






Unionization
Wage scales
Benefits for workers
Adverse impacts on existing retail uses
Elitism

…questionable bases for land use regulation

Acknowledge Power of the Market



Most land use decisions market driven
Roads, water and sewer often lead




Simple capital improvement programming could
help

Some locations are “worth” a lot more than
others

…deflect, not destroy…

Regulatory Approaches





Appearance

Impact assessment
Incentive regulation
Appearance
Site design

…the economics of value retailing leave little room
for exactions…think of the bean bag chair…
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Abandonment and Reuse

What To Do?


Reuse plan




Flexible site plans

Sinking fund


Money to design, market, convert
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When You Get Lemons,
Make Lemonade…



Central city development
Greyfields







Dead malls
Failed open centers

Get plans and regulation in place now
Be flexible
Assemble land and provide pre-approvals

Greyfield Landscape…


1,690 to 2,080 regional malls nationwide



About 7% greyfields now: Between 114 and 140
greyfield regional malls nationally



12% more are vulnerable: Between 203 and 250
additional malls



12 New Urbanist redevelopments in 10 states

Greyfields
Dead mall redevelopment:
Malls built in the 1960s, 70s, and even
80s are already failing in cities and
older suburbs. But with the help of new
urbanists, some are being converted
into real neighborhoods.

Mashpee Commons

Mashpee Commons




Built 1960
62,000 square feet
Food store, a home furnishings/hardware
store, a bank, restaurant and a theater
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Today





Grided, walkable street pattern
Street trees, on-street parking, pedestrian
lighting, sidewalks, benches, plazas and plans
ultimately for residential development
Parking lots relocated to the rear
of the buildings






Uses include a library, a church, a Boys and
Girls Club, a post office, a six-screen movie
theater, several restaurants, senior center and
elderly housing
278946 ft.² of commercial tenants
40 residential units above the retail space

And This Might Be Yours…

Seize the Opportunity…
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INTRODUCTION
New Mexico has had its share of “big box” controversies in recent years. In the
mid-1990s, Wal-Mart wanted to build a super-center in the Village of Tijeras, a
community of no more than 500 people, but strategically located on I-40 just east of
Albuquerque. Due to effective and relentless community organizing for more than a year
to oppose the retail giant’s plans, Wal-Mart walked away, and the community organizer
was elected to the New Mexico House of Representatives.1
On the other side of Albuquerque, neighbors organized to protest the new West
Bluff Shopping Center and its two main tenants, Wal-Mart and Home Depot. They
participated in city council meetings and argued that the project didn’t comply with
existing zoning regulations and land use plans. They unsuccessfully appealed the City
Council’s approval to the District Court and then to the New Mexico Court of Appeals.2
The issue presented to the court was whether the master plan has the force of law similar
to that of a “statutory provision, ordinance or agency regulation.” The neighbors argued
that since zoning is to be “in accordance with a comprehensive plan,”3 the plan must have
the “legal stature on a par with zoning ordinances, regulations and other such restrictions
that do have the force of law.” The court of appeals disagreed and concluded that New
Mexico’s statutory framework has clearly put New Mexico in the “advisory only” camp,
and so the plan does not trump less restrictive zoning ordinances.4 This was a blow to the

1

Representative Kathy McCoy (District 22)
West Bluff Neighborhood Association v. City of Albuquerque, 50 P.3d 182 (N.M. App. 2002),
overruled on other grounds by Rio Grande Chapter of the Sierra Club v. N.M. Mining Comm’n, 61 P.3d
806 (N.M. App. 2003).
3
NMSA 1978, § 3-21-5(A) (1970)
4
But see, Mendota Golf, LLP v. City of Mendota Heights, 2006 WL 44907 (Minn. 2006), in which
the Minnesota Supreme Court ruled that the comprehensive plan trumps the zoning ordinance in a similar
conflict between the two, albeit under a very different statutory scheme than New Mexico has. (January
10, 2006)
2
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neighbors who thought they could count on the provisions of the comprehensive plan.
Planners weren’t very pleased either.
Most recently, a “big box” application under consideration in Santa Fe on
Cerrillos Road5 caught the attention of Stewart Udall, former U.S. Congressman from
Arizona, interior secretary under Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, and a resident of
Santa Fe. He told city councilors in August 2005 that their vote on the Wal-Mart
application would be the “most important of their terms.” Udall exclaimed, “If you vote
yes tonight, you’re giving Wal-Mart the biggest box in the city. You are inviting in the
richest and the stingiest corporation in America.”6
Some startling statistics help put the public’s concerns about the Wal-Mart “big
box” into perspective. Stacey Mitchell from the New Rules Project7 shared some of these
statistics with an audience in Great Britain last year.8 Wal-Mart is ranked as the 33rd
largest economy in the world and was China’s fifth largest trading partner. Its revenues
have nearly doubled in the past six years ($137 billion in 1998 -- $260 billion in 2004). It
only started selling groceries in the late 1980s and now ranks as America’s top grocer.
While the company closes down “obsolete” stores in the U.S. (there are 350 empty WalMart stores today), it’s building new super-centers (averaging 200,000 square feet)
everywhere, including Brazil, China, Canada, Mexico and India. For purposes of this
discussion, perhaps the most startling statistic in Ms. Mitchell’s speech is the amount of
retail store space per person in the U.S. --- 38 square feet per person --- twice the amount

5

(http://www.wakeupwalmart.com/news/20050424-abq.html
6
http://www.wakeupwalmart.com/news/20050817-nm.html The Mayor broke a tie on the City
Council and the Wal-mart application was approved, 5-4.
7
www.newrules.org
8
http://www.newrules.org/retail/nefspeech.pdf “Will Wal-Mart Eat Britain?” Stacey Mitchell,
speech delivered in London on May 26, 2005, sponsored by the New Economics Foundation
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we had just fifteen years ago! Compare this to seven square feet of retail space per
person in Great Britain.9
“Big box” development applications rarely sail through the review process easily
these days. Whether it’s the gargantuan size and design issues, the sea of parking and
traffic issues, the economic impacts on existing small businesses or the issue of employee
wages and health care benefits, many local governments are struggling to find the
appropriate response. As more and more communities embrace TOD (transit-oriented
development) and pedestrian-friendly design, the standard “big box” formula is meeting
its match.
This paper describes what happened when the two -- TOD and “big box” -- met
head-on in Albuquerque, New Mexico. As can be expected, they both ended up in court.
Although the conclusion to the story has not yet been written, there may be lessons to be
learned to handle the challenge successfully.
CONFLICTING VISIONS
The property is a vacant 28-acre parcel located on the northeast corner of
Louisiana Blvd. and Indian School Rd in northeast Albuquerque. The area is commonly
known as Uptown, in contrast to Downtown, approximately 6.5 miles away. Near the
property are two regional shopping centers, Winrock Center and Coronado Center, and
approximately 1.9 million square feet of office space, nearly a quarter of the total office
space in Albuquerque. The City’s new Rapid Ride transit system terminates in Uptown.
The City’s Comprehensive Plan10 designates Uptown as an urban center – an area
containing the highest densities and the tallest and most massive structures. An urban

9
10

Id. at p. 5
Albuquerque Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan (1988, amended in 1991)
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center is suppose to concentrate a wide range of community activities and intense land
uses for greater efficiency, stability, image, and diversity and for a positive effect on the
urban form, environmental quality, and the transportation network.11 The goal of an
urban center is “to create specially designed concentrations of high-density mixed land
use and social/economic activities which reduce urban sprawl, auto travel needs, and
service costs, and which enhance the urban experience.”12 The Uptown Sector Plan,
prepared in 1981, repeatedly referred to pedestrian-friendly landscaping, open spaces,
and building orientation, but did not mandate development densities or limit the amount
of retail use in a development and did not impose structured parking requirements.
In June 1994, a developer submitted an application for a 28-acre low-density “big
box” retail shopping center on this property. The application included a request to amend
both the zoning and the Uptown Sector Plan. The neighbors went ballistic and the
developer withdrew his application on August 31, 1994.
In mid-September, the city council passed a memorial requesting a public review
and revision of the 1981 sector plan because it wanted to fulfill the vision of the
comprehensive plan for an urban center and realized that the sector plan needed
significant revision to accomplish that vision. However, two weeks later, the developer
submitted a second application for the property, this time for development of a smaller,
17.9-acre low-density “big box” project. This application did not require a zoning
amendment.
This is where the conflicting TOD and “big box” met. While the city planners
were conducting studies, holding public hearings and preparing revisions to the Uptown
11
12

Id. at 15.
Id. at 69.
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Sector Plan, the developer was proceeding with his own plans. The city wanted a vibrant
urban center in Uptown to support its plans for transit and to reduce air pollution. City
planners recommended a minimum FAR of .7 and a maximum FAR of 1.5. An FAR of
.7 requires that the leasable floor space be at least 70 percent of the site’s total square
footage. A high FAR requires building up with very little parking space. Therefore,
development would have to be predominantly office or other high-density use, with only
specialty retail and commercial on the ground floor. Most parking would be located in
parking garages.13

TOD Vision for Uptown

13

The facts are excerpted from the opinion of the New Mexico Court of Appeals, Albuquerque
Commons Partnership v. City Council of the City of Albuquerque, __ P.3d. __ (December 9, 2005).
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The planners recommended that a transportation management organization be created in
the Uptown area to assist employers to implement strategies to reduce single-occupant
car trips in the area. There were also recommendations to make the area more pedestrianfriendly.

Enhance the Urban Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrian oriented
Less driving
Save time
Don’t fight traffic
Save money
Safer
Healthy
Socialize
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The “Big Box” Vision
The developer, on the other hand, wanted to build another plain vanilla shopping
center with a “big box” retail center and a sea of parking.

The developer proceeded along with his application and the review process, as the
city was moving along with updating the sector plan. His application was originally
scheduled for a public hearing before the planning commission in November 1994, but he
agreed to a deferral to January so he could revise the site plan to address staff comments.
In January 1995, the planning commission discussed whether the application should be
deferred again pending completion of the sector plan amendments. The commissioners
deferred the application until February 9 when it heard the city council was considering a
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moratorium in the Uptown area. The city council passed a four-month moratorium on
February 6, so the planning commission deferred the developer’s application to June.
That spring there were many public hearings about the proposed amendments to
the Uptown Sector Plan and the regulations. The developer attended those hearings and
was vocal and vehement in his objections, claiming the TOD regulations effected a
downzoning of the property. Although the planning commission recommended against
the proposed amendments (5-3), the city council adopted the TOD amendments (7-0) in
June. The next month, the planning commission voted to defer indefinitely the
developer’s application because the “big box” development did not comply with the
revised TOD Uptown Sector Plan and regulations.
“BIG BOX” MEETS TOD IN THE COURTROOM
The developer asked the district court to review the city’s adoption of the TOD
amendments to the Uptown Sector Plan. He included claims for damages for a taking
and violation of his civil rights. The court decided the amended plan could not be applied
to the developer’s application and remanded it back to the city. Following more public
hearings on the “big box” application, both the planning commission and city council
rejected it because the “big box” proposal did not create the type of urban place
envisioned in the comprehensive plan. The developer went back to district court, which
again ruled in his favor. The district court ordered the city to approve the “big box”
development.14
The developer’s takings and due process claims were not forgotten. A jury trial
was conducted in February 2003. The developer argued that the revised Uptown Sector

14

The city filed a petition for writ of certiorari of the administrative decision with the court of
appeals. The petition was denied as premature.
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Plan with the new TOD regulations effected a downzoning of his property and shouldn’t
have been applied to him. The jury was instructed that the developer’s property had been
downzoned and that he should have been entitled to a quasi-judicial hearing before the
property was downzoned. At the closing argument, the developer’s attorney played the
CD from the soundtrack of “Chicago” – inferring that the city’s argument was a “razzle
dazzle” attempt to pull the wool over the jury’s eyes. The jury found in favor of the
developer and awarded him damages in the amount of $8,349,095. Now, the court of
appeals would consider the “big box” controversy.
A strong case needed to be made for the importance of the plan. The City of
Albuquerque retained Dwight Merriam (Robinson & Cole) and the American Planning
Association asked Ed Sullivan and Carrie Richter (Garvey, Schubert & Barer) for
assistance in preparing an amicus curiae brief.15 The APA urged the court to follow the
example of other states around the country which have moved away from “the
comprehensive plan as merely an advisory document” to “the comprehensive plan as
law” approach. On December 9, 2005, nearly two years after the briefs were filed the
New Mexico Court of Appeals issued its opinion – reversing the District Court – in favor
of the City and its plan.
What did the Court of Appeals conclude from this case spanning more than a
decade? When the city amended its Uptown Sector Plan to beef up the TOD provisions,
it was supporting the “urban center” envisioned in the comprehensive plan and the
amendment was a legislative action, not quasi-judicial. The court noted the difference:
[A] legislative action reflects public policy relating to matters of a
permanent or general character, is not usually restricted to identifiable
persons or groups, and is usually prospective; quasi-judicial action, on the
15

http://www.planning.org/amicusbriefs/pdf/ABQCommons.pdf
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other hand, generally involves a determination of the rights, duties, or
obligations of specific individuals on the basis of the application of
currently existing legal standards or policy considerations of past or
present facts developed at a hearing conducted for the purpose of
resolving the particular interest in question.16
The Court of Appeals also found that “the record is clear that legitimate concerns
about the development of the Uptown Sector formed a basis for the revision” and that the
city wanted to strengthen the sector plan, quantitatively define the Comprehensive Plan’s
policy objectives, and maintain the area as an urban center.17 Although the court did not
go as far as the American Planning Association had urged and adopt the “plan as law”
approach, it did move in the right direction and give a nod to the consistency doctrine –
noting that the city’s policy decision to strengthen the TOD provisions in the Uptown
Sector Plan “was entirely consistent with the City’s master plan, which designated
Uptown as an urban center.”18 Furthermore, the court said the city would have had
discretion to deny the “big box” development in any case because it was inconsistent with
the Comprehensive Plan.19
The last chapter hasn’t been written yet in the ACP v. Albuquerque litigation. In
January, the developer filed a motion for reconsideration with the Court of Appeals. This
case may still reach the state’s highest court. But clearly there are some lessons learned
for successfully handling the big box challenge.

16

Albuquerque Commons Partnership v. City Council of the City of Albuquerque, __ P.3d __
(N.M. App., 2005)
17
Id. at __
18
The opinion is also a zoning primer – must reading for anyone who wants to understand the arcane
zoning cases in New Mexico. The court held that New Mexico’s “change or mistake” rule does not apply
to rezoning by text amendment.
19
Id. at __
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SUCCESSFULLY HANDLING THE BIG BOX CHALLENGE
The American Planning Association recently published a PAS Report, MEETING
THE BIG BOX CHALLENGE: PLANNING, DESIGN, AND REGULATORY STRATEGIES, which

provides a number of recommendations for addressing the big box challenge; as well as
the December 2005 issue of Zoning Practice20 entitled REGULATORY STRATEGIES FOR BIG
BOXES by Jennifer Evans-Cowley, AICP. They include:
•

moratoria

•

size limitations21

•

formula business ordinance

•

design (ie., building requirements, parking, signs, landscaping, storage,
community amenities, pedestrian and bicycle access)

•

traffic impact studies

•

adaptive reuse for big boxes that have closed.

The important lesson learned from the experience in Albuquerque is that the
community’s plan -- and the regulations used to implement the plan – must be consistent
with each other. It’s not enough to have good policies that espouse “pedestrian-friendly,”
“transit-oriented,” and “urban center.” The policies must be supported with strong
regulations that provide quantifiable, measurable standards (such as floor area ratio
standards) and clear design requirements.
In the West Bluff case, the city’s planning documents arguably supported the
neighbors’ position opposing the big-box shopping center, but the implementing
regulations did not. Presented with this inconsistency, the court affirmed the city’s
20

http://www.planning.org/zoningpractice/index.htm
See also, Denning, Brannon P. and Rachel M. Lary, Retail Store Size-Capping Ordinances and the
Dormant Commerce Clause Doctrine, The Urban Lawyer, Vol. 37, No. 4, pp. 907 – 955 (Fall 2005).
21
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approval of the big box development and reaffirmed prior judicial decisions holding that
the zoning regulations rule! The plan is advisory - not mandatory – in New Mexico.
In the Albuquerque Commons Partnership case, the city’s planning documents again
supported the neighbors’ position opposing the big-box shopping center, while the
implementing regulations did not. However, the city’s response was different. Rather
than approve the big-box shopping center, the city leaders decided to take their plan
seriously. The plan wasn’t merely an advisory document, but a document that expressed
the community’s goals and desires for an urban center. Consistent regulations were
needed to implement its provisions. The court acknowledged this need for consistency
and again ruled in the city’s favor.
The next step for New Mexico is to update its planning statutory framework to ensure
that the consistency doctrine is clearly articulated in state law, and the requirements for
the comprehensive plan are spelled out and made an explicit requirement for local
government planning and development review. There are many regulatory tools to
address the land use challenges presented by big-box applications. Those tools need to
be consistent with the adopted comprehensive plan so that the community’s vision for its
future can be realized.
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